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BOMB ON TFT

budgets. This program is used to
provide assistance for crime victims.

A bomb on a TWA airliner exploded
while it was traveling to Athens on
Wednesday April 2. Four Americans
were killed as they hurled 15,000 feet
through the Greek skies. The group
responsible for this bomb action was a
Palestinian group. They claimed it
was related to the U.S. military clash
with Libya last week. Libyan leader
Moammar Khadafy, however claims he
had nothing to do with the bombing.
GENERAL MOTORS CUTS
The cuts that were announced by
General Motors Corp. may affect the
Marion bhevrolet-Pontiac Canada
Group plant as early as next week. In
the largest GM cutback in four years,
about 5,000 workers in four states will
be idled.
GRANT COUNTY MAY LOSE
On July 1, the two law enforcement
programs in Grant County could be
discontinued. One is for victims of
crimes and one is for prisoners. The
Department of Corrections may cut
from the local community corrections

BOARD NEGOTIATES
The Marion Negotiations Board met
to take their second step toward
settling a new teacher's contract on
Wednesday, April 2. The MTA
Wednesday, April 2, presented board
negotiators with the complete contract
proposal. Steven Crist, the board's
chief negotiator, claims that the MTA
will have a few new proposals for the
contract after he talked to some of the
teachers.
NCAA
ADOPTS 3 POINT
PLAY & INSTANT REPLAYS
Becoming part of the college
basketball season, starting next year,
is the three point goal and the use of
television instant replays to correct
timing and scoring errors. Another
rule is that coaches will not be given a
technical foul if they leave the bench
to protest errors involving timing,
scoring or alternating possession. The
three point shot will be credited for a
shot made 19 feet, 9 inches from the
goal.
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Jenkinson Named NAIA President
Roger Jenkinson, professor of
geography and history at Taylor
University, has been appointed
President of the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics' Executive
Committee, effective August 1.
The Executive Committee is
presently the governing body of the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA). The committee is
composed of 10 members, each
member serving a 10-year term of
office. A new member is elected each
year by representatives of the NAIA
colleges and universities, unless death
or resignation creates more than the
single opening. In such a case, a
necessary number of members would
be elected to round out the 10-person
committee.
Members
of
the Executive
Committee move through four years
of general service, then pass through
four yearly stages of vice presidency
before the appointment to the
presidency of the entire committee and
organization, upon approval of the
Executive Committee. In the tenth
year of membership, the person serves
as past-president.
Jenkinson, 47, was elected to the
Executive Commitee in 1980, and so
should be in a vice presidential stage

of service, However, because of
resignation, he is presently serving as
first vice president, and thus becomes
present for 1986-87.
"As President, I am concerned with
literally running the organization,
seeing that everything is taken care
of," Jenkinson said. Running the
organization includes managing 23
national championship tournaments
and clearing certification for the over
118,000 athletes and 12,000 coaches
participating in NAIA competition
during the year across the nation.
"Fortunately, there are a lot of staff
people who take care of those things,"
Jenkinson said, noting that the NAIA
has 18 standing committees. "I have'
to oversee their work."
' In addition to appointing Jenkinson
to the presidency for the coming year,
the Executive Committee made
another move that may either make his
job somewhat easier or perhaps more
difficult. A President's Council,
composed of elected presidents from
among the over 500 colleges and
universities which comprise the
NAIA, was designed to provide more
academic strength in policy-making.
Each of the 32 NAIA districts is
represented by one president on the
'"xinptl

"It should make my job a lot
easier," Jenkinson said.
"The
President's Council will be responsible
for establishing the parameters of the
budget and coordinating the national
staff."
Charles Morris, associate executive
director of the NAIA, believes the
President's Council, though extremely
beneficial, may add another burden to
the Executive Committee's load. "The
Executive Committee's primary duty
is in the organization and cooperation
of the national championships,"
Morris said from his NAIA office in
Kansas City. "With the formation of
the President's Council, the Executive
Committee will now be responsible
for executing the policy of the council
of presidents in addition to its own
policy-making functions."
The Executive Committee's
members are primarily coaches and
athletic directors; Jenkinson is neither
and has never coached on the college
level. "This is something special for
Taylor University and the State of
Indiana," said Dr. Daryl R. Yost,
Provost/Executive Vice President of
Taylor University. "It is quite
outstanding that Roger be chosen as
president of the NAIA, having not
hppn a.rnarhnr an nthlprir rlirprtnr "

Jenkinson's link to the NAIA began
in 1966 when he was asked by Taylor
University's George Glass to serve as
chairman of the District 21 Eligibility
Committee. He was then appointed to
the NAIA National Eligibility
Committee in 1970 before being
elected to the Executive Committee in
1980.
Although never a college coach,
Jenkinson was a standout basketball
player while attending Taylor
University from 1956-60. He also
played two years of baseball and one
year of golf for the Trojans and is a
member of the Taylor University
Athletic Hall of Fame. Jenkinson was
chosen for three international
basketball teams but played on only
two Venture for Victory teams. His
third team was to play in the 1959
World University games in Turin,
Italy, but the contests were called off
by Kruschev and Eisenhower because
of political unrest.
Jenkinson earned a B.S. degree at
Taylor University, then received his
M.A. at Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana. He has an Ed.D.
from Oklahoma State University, ana
joined the Taylor University faculty in
1965, teaching geography and history.

an Horse Rides Again
Kesler expressed his interest in reviving the competition
surrounding the Horse. He humorously recalled the pranks
and games that were played when he was a student here at
Taylor, and remembered what a good outlet they were (and
are) to the students. He also, however, knows what it is to
have a gag go too far. He spent nearly two weeks in a
cellar hole when taken in a "Jet's kidnap the class president"
plot his. junior year. He emphasizes a balance between
having a challenging, somewhat daring activity, and yet not
getting too far out of control. Walt Campbell, Director of
Student Advancement, feels much the same way. "I'm in
favor for what the Horse stands for, and what it could be

"I'm in favor of what the horse
stands for and what it could be."

WHERE, OH WHERE IS THE HORSE ?
by Len Robbins
We've read the "new" rules, we've seen the official
rebuttal. We've heard about it, talked about it, and some of
us have even seen it. Yet, whether or not you want to go
for it, the Trojan Horse rides again. But how it comes
back, and if it can be sanctioned (officially) is something of
an issue. Before we discuss that, however, let us look at.
the history of "The Horse."
In the late 60's, the Inter Class Council sanctioned an
extra event to enhance class competition, which would lead
up to the Taylathon in the spring. This event was the
Trojan Horse. A class was given possession of the Horse,
and it was their job to hide the Horse where it could be
seen, somewhere on campus. The Horse had to be shown at
certain intervals or events throughout the semester. At the
end of the semester, the Horse Was given up to the I.C.C.,
and the last class to have it received points in the overall
class competition. As the years went by, it was felt that
the Horse was too easily hidden, so The Taylor Barrel
replaced it. Using a fifty-five gallon yellow and purple
barrel, the same rules were applied. Although hiding the
barrel was more of a challenge, the popularity of the Horse
called for its return.
Again, the Horse became the object of crafty desire, but
interest waned because a small group of students, rebelling
against the established rules, made their own set of rules.
One couldn't just touch it to gain possession, it had to be
torn from the possesors, which in many circumstances
turned friendly competition into a brawl. Often the horse
was hidden off campus. The administration, keenly aware
of how the situation had degraded, outlawed the Horse. It
was taken from the students, but the students stole it back.
Over the past four years it has gone from the students to the
administration three times, and still the unruly behavior
accompanied its possession.
That was the situation until this year. Now a new group
of students has the Horse, and they have published a new set
of rules. Although they are not the original set of rules,
they are similar. The Echo, in an interview with the
possesors of the Horse, has learned that they simply want to
activate interest in the Horse again, and to do so in a more
civilized way by publishing the rules. They did. That
seems rather admirable.
Dr. Kesler thinks so, too. In an interview, President

again," he said. Campbell, who, not too many years ago
was in charge of the Horse, provided much of the
background and history for this story. He also is well aware
of what a problem the quest for the Horse has become and is
somewhat disappointed with it.
Along with Dr. Kesler and Walt Campbell, Randy Dodge
supports the idea of reorganizing the Trojan Horse, but he
also wants the students to know that they must also
reorganize how they think about if it will ever be successful
again. The Horse was designed as a class competition, and
works fairlywell when it functions under mutually agreed
upon I.C.C. rules. For the Horse to be a sanctioned I.C.C.
activity again, Lowell Haines would have to reinstate it.
Randy Dodge believes this may be possible if enough
members of I.C.C. want it to be reinstated. Dodge said,
"Before it may be officially proposed, a complete set of
rules should be proposed."
We realize that the I.C.C. has a great deal of work ahead
of them the next three weeks as the Taylathon approaches.
But in the interest of the game's revitilization, here are the
original rules for the I.C.C. and Lowell Haines, Dean of
Students to accept and revise as needed in hope that next fall
the Horse may be sanctioned again as an official I.C.C.
competition.

Sun and Fun" 1st prize photo
LAUDERDALE LOVELIES ADMIRE A FEW MUSCULAR MEN

Former Competition
1. The Horse will be given to a randomly selected floor to
start the competition.
2. The Horse must be shown at least once every week to a
group of 200 or more Taylor students. (This means that the
Horse must be shown within seven days of each new
capture, or weekly if it remains in the control of any
particular floor for any period exceeding^even days.) The
Horse may be shown at any S.A.C. event, athletic contest
or meal but not at religious or cultural activities.

changed or altered in any way.
8. Ten points will be awarded for the capture of the Horse.
Ten points will be awarded for the showing of the Horse.
The floor with the most points on midnight before
Taylathon will be awarded a trophy.
9. Any incidents of unbecoming conduct, such as fights,
will be dealt with by the I.C.C. Chairman.

10. Failure to report a capture or showing to the I.C.C.
3. The whereabouts of the Horse must be made known to Chairman will result in the surrendering of the Horse.
the I.C.C. Chairman within 24 hours after a capture or a
showning.
11. When the Horse is surrendered to the I.C.C. Chairman,
it will be given to a randomly selected floor.
4. To capture the Horse, a member of a floor need only to
touch it The Horse is then immediately surrendered to that 12. Failure to comply with the regulations concerning the
floor.
hiding of the Horse will result in the immediate surrender of
the Horse.
5. After the Horse is captured or shown, there is a two
hour grace period in which it may be taken off campus and 13. Any floor having anything to do with a forgery of the
no one is allowed to capture it.
Horse will be penalized at the discretion of the Inter-Class
Council.
6. The Horse must be kept on the inside perimeter of roads
900 East, 700 South, Reade Avenue, and Highway 22.
I.C.C. will serve as the interpreter of all rules if any
7. The Horse must be hidden in such a manner that it is
accesible to both sexes at all times and can be seen clearly
with the naked eye. It may not be hidden in any residence
hall or locked up in any way. The appearance may not be
PAST CAPTORS OF THE HORSE

questions are raised during the competition.
Unfortunately Haines was in Wahington D.C. this week and
was unavailable for comment. His input and the updated
status of this issue will be covered in a follow-up article.

Spring Break - Fort Lauderdale Style!/
By the time you hit 263, you'll be
bored and the signs will continue for
another few hours until you blissfully
Spring Break in Ft. Lauderdale. pass Chattanooga.
Cliche?
Certainly.
Overdone?
Okay, so you get there-a little tired,
Probably. Boring? Never. Yes, it's
a little grumpy, a little poorer-but
an old story: the college student you make it. So, the weather's not in
journeying to the beaches of Ft. the eighties like everyone promised.
Lauderdale, Florida for that glorious At least it's the sixties or seventies,
week of Spring Break. But it's a trip better than Indiana, right? Don't
that can be repeated year after year after answer that. Now that you're in Ft.
year and never become boring. So, let Lauderdale, what is there to do-within
me give you some pointers on Spring the standards of the Taylor Life
Break-Ft. Lauderdale style.
Together Statement, of course. For the
First of all, you have to get there. model Taylor student, I have included a
The rich kids fly and the poor ones list of acceptable activities for Spring
endure the seemingly endless drive. Break in Lauderdale:
Enter one poor child. Yes, I had the 1. Look at the cars. First day there, I
pleasure of driving 24 hours in a counted six Ferrarris on the road, in
Mazda GLC with three other people four different shades; one red, red, red
and traveling with two other cars. Lamborghini; scores of Porsche 911
Lesson number one: don't follow the Targas and Carreras, not to mention
guy in the new car who wants to go the 928s and 944s; and so many
60 mph the whole way to test out his BMWs that I began referring to them
gas mileage. Blow him off the road. as Chevettes. And if you're really into
Lesson number two: Drive thrus at it, visit the Ferrari dealership and lust
fast food restaurants are there to save to your heart's content.
you time. Use them. Lesson number 2. Watch the people. There's no better
three: Once you're in Tennessee, collection of freaks, clowns and bums
you'll begin seeing a multitude of anywhere. And guys, the girls aren't
signs inviting you to "See Ruby too bad either. Girls, the guys will
Falls" and "See Rock City." Don't do, I guess. Note that the number one
count the number of signs you see. t-shirt this year was the infamous
by Wendy Eck

THE ECHO SPRING BREAK CONTEST RUNNER-UP
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SPRING BREAK CONTEST 2ND RUNNER-UP

Letters to the Editor; For Whom the Bell Tolls
Dear Editor,
I am a freshman; please don't think that I am naive but so
far this school year has been great. My living conditions
here are as good and better than anywhere else I've lived, the
food is great, the profs are better than I hoped for, the guy I
used to listen to on the radio program Family Forum is
now the president of my university, and I've got a floor of
guys who really care about me. In short: I don't know what
I ever did to make the Lord bless me by putting me here.
So, I says to myself, I died and went to heaven, right?
Well, wrong. Obviously other students on campus don't
feel the same way I do. All I ever hear are complaints about
the food, standing in line, the rules (which I don't even
consider rules), and then last week someone writes your
paper to complain about the bells. I happen to think they,
sound beautiful!
I thought that we as Christians had a real purpose on this
earth. Well, obviously some of us don't have anything
better to do with our time except sit around and complain
about our material surroundings. No wonder some people
think Taylor is nothing but a bunch of spoiled religious
brats. If students feel that $8,000 buys them the right to
live in complete comfortability than they should consider
going to live with Jim Bakker or something.
I didn't write this letter just to complain about
complainers. I really do feel that we as a student body get
more out of our education and our Christian walk if we
strive to look past material things.
I'm no great theological expounder and I don't pretend to
be, but if I've come off sounding righteously
indignent...well, honestly, that's the way I'm feeling so I
can't say I didn't mean to sound that way. But please don't
get the impression that I've never made mistakes or
complained-because I have-a lot. That is why I'm writing
this now because we as a Christian body should always
make sure we are keeping each other in line
Thanks 4 reading this
I love U all,
Robert Rottet
Please write me if you're mad
or something.

protect us.
They've marked the occasions of human life: birth, death,
marriage, as well as the coronation of kings and the
celebration of Christmas.
I must admit, I prefer chimes to hymns and find them
more appropriate, noble and pleasurable. But even as such,
I can't imagine a more beautiful addition to our campus.
I recall you've requested a signature accompanying all
letters and so I enclosed one-not mine, but I hope it will
suffice. Thank you for letting me express my delight with
this first beauty of spring.
Bess Hathoway
Dear Echo,
About those bells!!!
I know that these bells were expensive and should be used
since we have them-but does it have to resemble Christmas
morning?? A child gets a noisy toy and plays with it
unceasingly until the people who bought it are sorry they
even considered buying the toy. Why do the bells have ta
ring every 15 minutes from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.? I
personally am rudely awakened at 7 a.m. by these bells and
not allowed to go back to sleep because they continue to
ring on and on every few minutes. Then they disrupt my
classes during the day, making 50 minutes seem an eternity.
Lastly, they disrupt my evening-I try to accomplish some
homework and the darn Taylor Song plays at 11 p.m.!!
Frankly, the bells irritate me~do they have to be played so
much and so LOUD? I have my window (in Olson) shut
and still the noise penetrates! What are we supposed to do
in the Spring when the weather is warm and we need our
windows open.? Are we to invest in a set of earplugs??
Can't they just play the bells around Chapel time and on
Sundays? Like they say, too much of a "good" thing... We
need a compromise on these wretched bells- can't we
approve quiet hours for the bells too? I can't crank my stero
from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. every 15 minutes, so why can these
bells infringe upon our privacy in our community? I
personally feel very intruded upon~I can't escape these
bells!!
Annoyed

Dear Editor,
I realize this is often a column for complaints. I hope
I'm not messing it up by offering something positive.
I'm extremely pleased with the bells that have begun
singing across our campus. There is a rich heritage in the
tradition of bell ringing. They've signified human existence
for centuries, both in the motherland and in our own
country. They rang to mark the passage of time by which
we all must abide. They rang alarm to alert those who
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Dear Editor,
I'm beginning to see the warning
signs of what could develop into a
serious
cause
for
campus
consternation. I'm referring, of course,
to that symbol of soaring education, of
towering intellect, the bell tower. Do
we have to listen to that all the time?
It's slightly sublime tintinabulations
give me the distinct impression of
living in a music box; or, on a more
plebianistic level, it makes me want to
barf. I can understand an occasional
chiming of the hour, but must we
listen to rapturous melodies like "Pass
it On?" If you really want moral and
social uplifting, try The Violent
Femmes.
Sincerely,
Irving Lefcowicz

Dear Robert, Bess, Annoyed, and Irving,
You... you four represent the cross sectioi
of student opinion on the bell tower; the
2nd, 3rd, or 4th hottest topic of
conversation on campus after the infamous
"how was your break?" conversation starter.
For your info, there will be an article in
the next issue of The Echo presenting
several facts behind the melodious (odious?)
sensory stimuli you've all so gracefully
referred to. Look for it.
It will mention such things as the 6
sample tapes which are what we've heard and
how those initial sounds, now silent, were all
part of the testing phase for the bell tower,
(which, by the way contains no bells, only
bell noises,) and, how the bell tower will
not be completed until the summer; who's
bounteous gift bestowed such lusty, vibrant
sound on our campus.
Thanks for the comments and keep those
personal opinions flowing - they make the
paper worthwhile for both staff and readers.
Your Editor,
Brian Brightly
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slogan "Party Naked", followed closely
by the creative "Surf Naked" cut-off.
3. Cruise the Strip. The Strip in Ft.
Lauderdale is a 5 mile long stretch of
highway A1A which runs along the
beach. It's a four lane highway
bordered by sand on one side and shops
and bars on the other side. According
to one source, it can take up to 3
hours to manuever this stretch at the
height of the party. While cruising the
strip and checking out the action, be
sure to check out the top tunes for
Spring Break '86: "Let's Go All the
Way" by Sly Fox-referring, of course,
to going all the way to Ft. Lauderdale;
"Addicted to Love" by Robert Palmer:
and "Why Can't This Be Love" by Van
Halen, with the red rocker himself.
4. Watch the people in the cars trying
to pick up the people on the street.
College students truly show their
creativity and ingenuity when
engaging in the occupation of trying
to get a date.
5. Watch the people on the street
trying to pick up the people in the
cars. Not hard to do since they're
walking faster than the cars are
moving.
6. Walk the beach. You can engage
in this activity day or night, but when
it's dark, watch where you step or
you'll be tripping over bodies right and
left
7. Go to church. Don't laugh. I went
more while in Ft. Lauderdale than I
have all semester.
8. Try out the number one Spring
Break drink-Ginger ale. Nah, I don't
buy that one either.
9. Guys, check out the bikini contests
or the wet t-shirt contests. This
activity may not be officially
sanctioned by University rules, but I
don't think the Life Together
Statement specifically mentions it
either.
10. Engage in water sports.
Swimming, water skiing, surfing and
spitting all come under this category.

WHEELS IN FLORIDA

by Mike Prell

On Friday, March 21, as students
made their way to various versions of
Spring Break, about 50 Taylor
students climbed aboard Possum buses
and went to Florida for Spring BreakWandering Wheels style.
Wandering Wheels' version of
Spring Break consisted of bus rides to
and from the Sunshine State, with a
week of biking up Florida's east coast
in between.
Starting in Ft.
Lauderdale, Wheels made its way up
the coast averaging 30-35 miles a day,
and hitting the beach whenever
possible. Stopping in places like
Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Vero
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Beach, and Cocoa Beach, Wheels
enjoyed a week of biking and
beaching, spending the evenings in
churches, schools and other facilities
that had been volunteered.
The final destination was New
Smyrna Beach for another day in the
sun. On Easter the group split up,
some going to Disney World, the rest
staying at the beach to make last
minute touch-ups on the coveted
Spring Break tan.
Aside from a little rain, a little wind,
and few showers (the hot soapy kind),
Spring Break with Wheels was an
enjoyable way to spend Spring Break
in Florida and make a lot of new
friends.

Return to Misery

by Rochelle Manor
Spring Break - Time flies when
you're having fun. It came and went
so fast.
What was it? A week in Florida?
A week at home with Mom's TLC and
homemade apple pie? A week of
traveling with one of Taylor's A outreach groups?
Don't let them kid you. Spring
Break is the establishments way of
teasing you. Taunting you with a
week of freedom, only to torture you
when you return.
All work and no play makes Jack a
dull boy.

So after a week of recooperation,
you're ready to get your nose to the
grindstone again.
N°w you've recooperated fmm

Phone=998-2791

11. Get that coveted Spring Break tan
so you can look just like everybody
else when you get back to school.
12. Be an objective observer at places
such as The Button, Penrod's,
Summer's and The Candy Store. I
suggest you avoid this activity at other
establishments such as The Elbo
Room and Backstreets. Trust me, ok?
13. Go shopping. Take note that if
you buy a Ft. Lauderdale t-shirt, it is
"major uncool" to wear it while on
Spring Break. That is strictly for
show when back on campus.
14. Visit the Miller Lite Welcome
Center. Hey, it's only because they'll
give you a free three minute phone call
anywhere in the country.
15. Read the rear view windows. Yes,
there were many "Ft. Lauderdale or
Bust" signs but the more creative
included "Lauderdale and busts" and
"Wally World or bust"
16. If you happen to want a change of
scenery, take a ride up the coast to
Daytona Beach. There they have little
booths where manufacturers just give
away all this stuff. You might want
to try and grab a t-shirt given out by a
certain company whose name is the
same as the nickname of Taylor's
athletic teams.
Yes, I'm sure there are a multitude
of other things to do in Ft. Lauderdale.
However, I was limited by time and
University ethics-not to mention
money. I also got sick and got sun
poisoning-two other things to do on
Spring Break, if you're interested. But
it was fun-we even got a couple of
days of good weather before we had to
head back. Of course, I couldn't go
outside with my purple legs so I
missed achieving what may have been
the major purpose of many people's
trips: the sought for Spring Break tan.
But we made it back in 21 hours
because we used drive thrus and didn't
have anybody worrying about the gas
mileage.
Ft Lauderdale in '87, anyone?
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midterms, but the worst is yet to
come. Spring Break was a glimpse of
things to come. Sunshine, warmth,
relaxation, frisbee, and baseball. But
prosperity is shortlived.
Beware-—You will remember that
major project that was assigned the
first week of classes.
And your
professors wil remind you that finals
are accumulative and you really should
have started studying by now.
History repeats itself" you say?
Sure, you handled last semester fairly
well, but the distractions are different.
Look on the bright side. You got a
taste of it during Spring Break.
Longer days. The sun stretches higher
in the sky. Legs stretch longer from
beneath shorts and cut-offs. Winter
pale glows to bronze.
The sun glows as it sets beyond the
lake. If you're one of the chosen few,
you might begin to enjoy the lake
with renewed vigor.
Couples strolling hand in hand.
Cars parking side by side. (Sigh-how
utterly romantic)
But Watch Out-Big Brother is
everywhere.
And flies invade the D.C.
A rolling stone gathers no moss and
the college student must keep moving
to keep his head above water.
They say the grass is always
greener. But spring may not be all it's
cracked up to be.
Don't view spring with rose colored
glasses. I've tried to paint a realistic
picture for you. Don't get your hop®8
up. The bigger they are, the harder
they fall
Even though the establishment
taunted us with one week of bliss
and I ve taunted you with hopes of 7
spring romance, I offer warnings.
Heed. If
you can't beat >em> join
em. And remember—This is Taylor.
In the spring a young man's fancy
usually turns to baseball." sigh
Go Detroit Tigere!!!
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TAYLOR IN K.C.
The inside play 0f Charleston's
Dwayne Grace (16 points and 7
rebounds) helped The College of
Charlestons.C.) defeat Taylor
University 57-47,in the opening round
of the NAIA basketball tournament
Taylor, unlike Charleston, was
unsuccessful in getting the ball inside.
Coach Patterson commented that the
Trojans poor shooting percentage from
the outside was a major cause of this.
Guard Tom Granitz shot 6 for 16
from the field while Jim Bushur the
other Taylor starting guard shot only 3
for 10 from the field. As a result the
Charleston defense played a zone
stacked heavily in the middle
preventing the Taylor front line Ralph
Gee,Steve
Kastelein,
Steve
Fortenbenry, and Greg Habegger from
getting open shots.
However Taylor did play well
against a very good Charleston
team(1983 NAIA Champions) and had
the game tied at 37 with 8:49 left in
the game.The play of the Trojans
caused Charleston coach John Kresse

to comment that Taylor was the
toughest first round oppenent they had
ever faced in the NAIA.
The game got out of hand for the
Trojans when the Cougars scored
eight straight unanswered points to
make the score 50-40 with 3:07 left
A bright spot for the Trojans was
the play of Taylor's center Steve
Fortenberry who blocked two shot
scored seven points, while pulling
down 7 rebounds and getting a steal.
Coach Patterson stated he "hopes this
will give him(Fortenberry) a push into
next season." Leading Taylor in
scoring was Tom Granitz, who closed
out a great career by scoring 15 points
against Charleston. Ralph Gee scored
13 noints and led the team with 8
rebounds.
David Lipscomb, a team defeated by
Taylor earlier this year, went on to
win the 1986 NAIA tournament
source cited: Marion Chronicle

Louisville is NCAA Champs
Louisville won its second NCAA
basketball championship of the
decade,Monday night in Dallas,
defeating Duke 72-69. After Louis'ville jumped off to a 4- 0 start, Duke
came back to take the lead which they
would hold for most of the game.
Duke's control ended with 3:06 to go
in the second half when the Cardinals
took the lead for good on a Billy
Thompson field goal.
With neither team scoring for about
two minutes after this until
Louisville's Pervis (don't call me
nervous) Ellison tipped in a missed
Jeff Hall shot to make the score 68-65
in favor of Louisville with 44 seconds
left. Duke rallied to hit two more
shots but it was too little too late. The
last Duke basket came with three
seconds left on the clock cutting the
Cardinal lead to 70-69. Then on the
inbound play Milt Wagner was fouled
and hit both free throws to clinch the
game and the National Championship
for Louisville.
For much of the game Duke seemed
to be in control. The two Blue devil
guards, Johnny Dawkins and Tommy
Amaker put trememdous pressure on
the Louisville guards, holding them to
a combined total of 13 points and

forcing the Cardinals to commit 24
turnovers.
At the same time Louisville could
not find a way to stop the
All-American Dawkins who scored 22
points in the first 24 minutes of the
game on an assortment of long
jumpers and fast-break lay ins.Coach
Denny Crum of Louisville finally did
find a way to stop Dawkins. Using his
bench strength Crum rotated in Kevin
Walls and Tony Kimbro to aid Milt
Wagner and Jeff Hall in guarding the
Duke guard. After this Dawkins was
only able to score two free throws in
the remaining 15 minutes.
The Louisville bench was also a key
in that it enabled Coach Denny Crum
to rotate his players with foul trouble
in and out of the game.Although Duke
had the upper hand in guard play the
game was won on the inside play of
Louisville. The Cardinal forwards
Billy Thompson and Herbert Crook
had 13 and 10 points respectively.
, a freshman , was the
game's MVP, scoring 25 points to
lead all scorers while grabbing 11
rebounds. Johnny Dawkins led Duke
with 24 points.
source cited: USA TODAY

NEW TRIBES MISSION

Ministries: Tribal Evangelism and Church Planting

Personnel Needed!

3/22 David Lipscomb 8 TU 2 L
David Lipscomb 8 TU 8 T
(game called due to darkness)
3/25 Huntington 5
TU 7
W
Eastern
0
TU 21 W
3/26 Dakota Wesleyan 1 TU 3 W
Dordt 0
TU 7 V
3/27 King College-TN 18 TU 6 L
Greenville 6
TU 7 W
3/28 Olivet 9
TU 4 L
The King's-NY 3
TU 7 W
record after 10 games: 6—3—1
Leading Trojan Batters
Name
BA
AB H RBI
Sweet
.484
31 15 10
Adams
.389
18
7 3
Spahr
.379 29
11 4
Bushur
.353
34
12 10
Chilcot
.348 23
8
3
Grimes
.345 29
10
7
James
.323 31 10 5
Leading Trojan Pitchers
Name
IP W L
Clouser
10 1/3 1 0
Burress
17
2 0
Frieder
10
1 0
Grimes
6
0 0

ERA
0.87
3.71
4.50
4.50

Children's Crusade
Chapter 7
Noiselessly stepping down the dormitory hallway,
Daniel Wright gently slid the bathroom door ajar and flicked
a switch, greeted by an incandescent shower of light and die
somewhat annoying buzz of flourescent tubes. Glancing at
a mirror he bashfully turned away and let go of the door.
Hydrolics hissed the door to a tiny thud; the built-up
pressure slowly, slowly released until resolution. Daniel,
however, was still feeling the intensity of human nature and
eased himself into the nearest stall.
"Hot night, huh? Sure is one humid Indian Summer
we're having, isn't it?"
Daniel decided not to drop his trousers. "Who are you
and what do you want?" Patience and civility are foregone
conclusions in an agitated state. He looked up. He looked
down. He even stood on the stool to look into the
adjoining stalls in order to locate his hidden intruder.
"Watch the shoes, alright? People don't like to sit if
they see treadmaiks."
Daniel buckled at the knees and just caught himself on
the edge of falling in.
"Whoa, dude, little problem with the equilibrium?
Tasty. Kinda' like hittin' the rear wall of a ten-foot pipeline
while boardin' naked."
Daniel wasn't as successful this time. Slapping his
soggy Puma's to the tile he backed into the closed metal
door and hugged it with his hands and spine. His mouth
worked silently to express his opinion but all he managed
to squeak out was a timid "Mama."
"Okay, kid, let's cut the red tape and get to the point. I
know you're scared and confused so we'll get this over as
quickly and painlessly as possible. I'm here for a reason and
it ain't to keep the tidy bowl man in business."
Daniel had to speak in spite of his timidity. "Sorry, but
now you're starting to sound like a comic book."
"Don't knock it, bub," the bowl replied. "Some comic
books aren't as unrealistic as they seem. But back to the

By Margy Curry
"The Taylor Women's Softball team
came back from spring training in
Florida an improved team," said coach
Ron Korfmacher.
While training in Cocoa Beach,
Florida, the team participated in the
Christian
College
Softball
Tournament. They finished 2 and 6.
Coach Korfmacher said, "We faced
good competition, maybe better than
what we can expect here."
The women opened their season at
home Thursday April 3, against
Huntington. They will play one
tournament at Manchester April 26.

There are 14 women on the team and
five are returning seniors. Theresa
Summit, senior said, "I feel that we
have the talent to be a contender in our
conference."
The team last year had a record of 5
and 19. Coach Korfmacher said, "I
want to win more than last year,
hopefully win 50 percent I'm looking
at the season one game at a time."
The overall expectations for the year
coach Korfmacher said, "is to prepare
ourselves to be ready to go into the
game and do our best."
This is coach Kormacher's first year
as head coach. Dave Nonnemacher is
the assistant coach.

Free 2 Liter Bottle
of

Coke, Sprite or Diet Coke
-V.

With one or more toppings
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(314) 346-2124

TROJAN
PIZZA
Ashland
Theological
Seminary
A dynamic integration of faith,
life and learning — in the
mainstream of evangelical theology.

At Ashland you will discover a
commitment to a community of

Opening For Russ Taff:
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fin

Taylor's Women's Softball

%

998 - 6005

PHIL KEAGGY

business at hand: you. For starters, you need to work on
controlling yourself. But that's only part of it. You're a
good kid and you've got potential, but you're getting into an
attitude that could ruin your future. Mike VanWorth should
be an invaluable example for you. And he's not the only
one. Dean Larc couldn't maintain control over himself that
well either. You don't think his extended vacation from the
college was because he earned it, do you?"
Mike slid to the floor. The puddle from his shoe soaked
through the seat of his pants but the realization wasn't to
hit him till much later.
"Listen good, now, we only have a few moments.
You're scared 'cuz you're not sure what you want to do or
what's gonna' become of your life. That's alright. Life's a
present and you'd better not peek under the wrapping paper.
Three simple rules: 1) Always believe in your own ability,
2) always be willing to accept failure and then help, and 3)
whenever you feel afraid just whistle a happy tune. Hardly
original, I realize, but did you honestly expect insightful
wisdom from white porcelain?"
Daniel drew his face into a tight grimace. "I refuse to
believe I'm talking to a toilet," he squinted
"Oh, no, no, no, much more than just a common
household facility. You're talking to experience. I've been
around. I've been a pocket. I've been a lamp. I've been a
Colgate pump."
"But who are you?" Daniel stammered. "And what are
you doing?"
The bowl laughed gleefully and started to shake. "You'd
never believe me if I told you."
Daniel stood up, placed his hands on his hips, and
summoned up what belief in his own ability he could. "Try
me.»»
With a light chorus of chuckles the bowl responded.
"Hey babe, times up. I'm leavin' cuz my assignment's
over. Time to slip on my shufflin' shoes cuz I'm dancin' on
the head of a pin."

With Purchase of 20" Pizza

Nurses. Secretaries. Bookkeepers, and Teachers
contact: Mr. David A. Lotz
Box 459
.
Camdcnton. Mo. 65020

Spring
Baseball
Standings

CHILDREN'S CRUSADE
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believers where the Word of God
str ,ds uncontested as a way of life.

Ashland
Theological
Seminary
910 Center Street
Ashland, Ohio 44805
(419) 289-4142

WOMEN'S

SOFTBALL TEAM WARMS UP

feasa cPatricia
'Apartments
Second ancf Joyce Streets
One Bedroom Apartments
Available 2nd Semester

Kitchen Appliances
Total Electric

Management By:

664-0604

GUNG HO - PARTY AND PRODUCE
by Steve Kyle
Gung Ho presents a modem
controversy prevelant to America's
industrial economy. The story begins
with a young man, played by Michael
Keaton, who leaves for Japan in hopes
of convincing a successful Japanese
motor company to reopen the local
factory which had once been occupied
by an American motor company. This
factory was the major source of
income for the town and Keaton's trip
to Japan is the last hope for
economical rebirth.
When Keaton convinces the Japanese
to reopen the factory, the conflict
begins. This conflict illustrates the
difference between the American way
to build cars and the Japanese
approach.
Although the plot is revolutionary
to the big screen, the script is weak.
It was possibly written by a sixth
grade social studies student doing an
extra credit project on current events.
The movie relies too much on the
occassional one-liner by Keaton.
However, I did laugh, and I did see the
folly of the American's lazy attitude
and lack of dedication toward their

place of employment
Finally, this movie's biggest
problem is that it didn't know whether
to be a frolicking comedy or a light
humored film which makes a
statement about the problem in both
the Japanese system and the American
business system. Well, Keaton's
brilliant lines were too few and far
between for this movie to rely on its
comedy, and its main theme-that
Americans need to be more dedicated to
their place of business and the
Japanese need to relax and realize
there's other things to enjoy in life-is
too shallow and stereotypical to make
any kind of impact on the viewer. I
laughed a little but I give it an
unfunny 4.
by Mike Kyle
Well, the Academy Awards are over.
Out Of Africa—best picture. Type of
movie-a serious, romantic love story.
The movie which deserved to win-The
Color Purple. Type of moviesensitive, serious, comic, love story.
This week's movie-Gung Ho. Type
of picture-a comic web of absurdity.
Why do these people waste their time?

Michael Keaton has the star role in
Gung Ho, and Keaton can be good, but
why Gung Ho Michael? The great
movies like Out of Africa and The
Color Purple present a realistic yet
entertaining portrait of life. Keaton is
not real; no one can believe in him.
He is an exaggerated caricature of the
American ideal. His talents deserve a
better story.
The story has potential, but fails.
The portrait of Japanese industry and
their attitudes is funny at times but it
drags. The contrast between Japanese
workers and American workers is also
humorous. But why does it always
turn out rosey at the end? We teach
the Japs how to party, and they teach
us how to produce. Gee-that's nice.
Wouldn't it be a better ending if we
blow them up and they escape to
outerspace? Why not?
Gung Ho is another typical comedy
in a world overrun with bad humor.
Keaton wastes his talents in a movie
with little comedy. See Out of Africa
or The Color Purple again, but don't
waste time on Gung Ho.
I give it a 3.

The Echo
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DR. COSGROVE JAMS WITH THE FACULTY GROUP TO
CHUCK BERRY'S "JONNY B. GOODE"

The
Phila Deli

•

fit

•

GILLIGAN'S AND GINGER'S CLOWNING CAUSES THE
MINNOW TO RUN ASHORE ON THE UNKNOWN ISLE

5th & Branson St. Marion
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Phone: 664-1122

BELL CHOIRS SOON TO PERFORM - APRIL 7TH
This year, the music department will
be sponsoring an exchange program
involving the bell choirs from Taylor
University and Bethel College of
Mishawaka, IN.
On Sunday evening, April 6, the
bell choir from Bethel College will
arrive on campus. Following a
rehearsal, members of the choir will be
housed overnight.
On Monday
morning, April 7, the Bethel College
Bell Choir will join the Taylor
Ringers in presenting two double choir
selections for the morning chapel.
Works to be performed will be
"Festival Fanfare" by Roberta Siebert

Sacred Music

A program of Sacred Music will be
presented by the Taylor University
Concert Band at 3 p.m., Sunday, April
13, in Taylor University's Rediger
Chapel/Auditorium.
The concert is free, and the public is
invited to attend. Selections by
William Schuman, John Philip Sousa,
Claude Smith and Robert Jager will be
included in the program.
Taylor's Concert Band has toured
extensively in the United States,
performing with such notable artists as
Bill Pearce and Carl "Doc"
Severenson. Included in its long; list of
major performances are concerts in
Central America during a 1971 tour
and a special concert for the 1981
Indiana Music Educators Conference.
Dr. Albert D. Harrison, Taylor
University professor of music, is
director of the Concert Band.

(which will be the prelude) and "Echo
Song" by Orlando DiLasso (which
win oe the special music).
On Monday evening, April 7, at
7:30 in the Recital Hall of the
Hermanson Music Center, the Bethel
Choir will present an hour-long
program, assisted by the Taylor
Ringers and the Taylor University
Staff Bell Choir. Director of the
Bethel College Bell Choir is Diana
Schmuck. Director of the bell choirs
at Taylor University is Richard Parker.
Selections to be performed on the
Monday evening program are:
Allegro Mawstoso from "Water
Music" by G.F. Handel (Taylor Staff

Bell Choir), Festival Fanfare (double
bell choir), Fairest Lord Jesus, All
Things Bright and Beautiful (featuring
Bethel student Donna Cromer on
flute), Praise Ye the Lord of Hosts,
Pedalpoint and Passacaglia,
Impressions on a Welsh Folk Tune,
Echo Song (double bell choir),
Temples I, IV, Le P'ing (featuring
Donna Smith, saxophonist from
Bethel College), and Magesty-How
Majestic is Your Name. The program
will conclude with Ring Praise to
God, a piece written for three bell
choirs.
All students are cordially invited to
attend the program.

/

Nostalgia Night, Taylor's annual
look to the past, was a success again
this year.
From the opening act packed
crowd was on it's feet clapping and
singing along with the rock and roll
numbers.
Many dressed up for the occasion.
Pegged jeans and bobby socks
abounded, as did penny loafers and
t-shirts. However, those dressed as
hippies and flower children were still
easily spotted.
From soothing a capella
harmonies to pounding rock beats, the
wide range of nostalgic music kept the
crowd guessing as to what was next
The show got off to a great start
with a faculty rendition of Chuck
Berry's classic "Jonny B. Goode".
Kurt Bullock, Dr. Mark Cosgrove,
Dr. David Aycock, and Dr. Scott
Hafeman rocked the auditorium with
their version of the song featuring an
impressive guitar solo by Cosgrove.
A group of men from Swallow
presented a hilarious version of the
Gilligan's Island theme song and cast
of the show. Paul Alford looked
I especially alluring as the marooned
movie star Ginger.
Nostalgia Night '86 was a calmer
look back than the last two shows,
but what it lacked in intensity was
made up for by the fine display of
talent by Taylor's Students and staff.

Super Valu
Our Family Pledge
is to Please You

Only

10
on

Minutes East
State Road 3

Monday

112 E,

of Taylor
South

All-you-can-eat
$3 . 59
All-you-can-eat
$3.79

Wednesday
Monday - Saturday

6am - 9pm

Sunday

Fish

twelve oz. cans

ELF Soda

Ford - Mercury

with this coupon only

for

$1.00

offer expires: 4-11-86

WRITE PRISONER!
Imnhoe's

J
Christians in Action has recently
? J been involved in writing to prisoners.
J Many members have received a
I prisoner as a pen pal. There has been
|much excitement on both the
|prisoner's part and the student's. This
I also has brought the group together as
I they share the words of their
J new-found friends with other members
It has also exposed the
0<l of CIA.
offer expires: 4-12-86
r.04'|students to another world. A major
upcoming event will be to raise
****************************************************
money for Keith Phillips' inner-city
work through a fun run.

Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II,
Ranger, F-150 & F-250
The amount of your preapproved credit is determined

%

}<Co
0

250 Off
any

Regular Size Shake

If you are interested in getting involved in a
Christians In Action project sometime, fill out this
form and put it in campus mail, addressed to :
CAMI PIEKARSKI

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan

^S£
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6:30am - 9pm

THE PURCHASE OF A NEW FORD

Co\

Berry St. Upland
998-2949

Open 7 days a week
7am to Midnight

Chicken

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT FROM
FORD
CREDIT
PLUS $400 TOWARD

• Your credit record, if you
have one, must indicate pay
ment made as agreed.

NOSTALGIA
REVIEW

restaurant

HAS YOUR

• You must have verifiable
employment that begins within
120 days of your qualifying
vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary liv
ing expenses and your vehicle
payment.

East Coast Style Sub-Sandwiches

Cook's

FINCANNON

It's. Easy To Qualify

JOE MANIGLIA WENT FROM
"SHOUT"-ING TO "GETTING
A LITTLE BIT SOFTER NOW"
ON THE STAGE FLOOR

^ichardc

GRADUATES

• You must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a state RN
license between October 1,
1985 and September 30, 1986.

OPEN
10 AM-8 PM Daily

CLASSIFIED
Death Row Prisoner, Caucasian male,
ap 39> desires correspondence with
either male or female college students.
Wants to form a friendly relationship
and more or less just exchange past
experiences and ideas. Will answer all
letters and exchange picutres. If
interested please write to Jim Jeffers,
Box B-38604, Florence, Arizona
85232.

OLSON 104

by the qualifying vehicle you buy,
and you are eligible for the $400
directly from Ford even if you
don't finance your purchase.
N A ME
Make your best deal and you can
CAMPUS ADDRESS
~
use the $400 toward your down
payment or get a check from
PHONE NUMBER
Ford after the purchase or lease.
**********iM<*************************************,i,*,ic
Hurry. If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock it must be ordered
by June 1, 1986, and delivery of
all vehicles must be taken by
August 31, 1986. See your par
ticipating dealer for complete
program details.

CHANTICLEER
RESTAURANT

OPENING WED. APRIL 9

V^°

9:00 am - 11:00 am COFFEE AND ROLLS
11:00 am - 9:00 pm Monday thru Saturday
10:00 am - 8:00 pm Sundays

FINCANNON
1510 N. Walnut
Hartford City, IN
348-5100

CjSoTdJ

FORD
MERCURY

ADDetizers

Potato skins
$1.25
Fried Mushrooms $1.25
Onion Rings
$ .95

215 N. 8th Street Upland

998-2223

Pizza

10" $3.50
14" $6.25
Carry Out Available
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